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Dear Bob: 

February 11 1969 

Before leaving for Bangkok I had a discussion with Bernie on 
the timing of an appraisal mission for a highway rehabilitation program. 
We believe that the mission should arrive as tentatively scheduled by 
the end of Marcho The consultants• interim report which is to present 
a rehabilitation program is due March 31, and it would be good if the 
arrival of the mission slightly preceded that dateo This would allow 
Pat Malone to suggest amendments to the engineering part of the report -
and our project - before the consultants • report is finalizedo The 
consultants are making every effort to meet deadlines inspite of the 
fact that the third economist (Poulsen) will not arrive before the end 
of February. 

I have kept close contact with the consultants and tried to 
obtain their preliminary ideas about size and content of the road 
rehabilitation program. The consultants think that on Java road con- II 
ditions are quite fair and improvements could be made with relatively 
little money. - ~:&. ~~~~~~
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~_i1!_~ds road conditions are often so bad 

th~~o,p.9.t,~9~iont, ~t~.~.P. .d.&84-1~g .. !n,e:;~~t.. wo,~]S 9e_ referable. 
The rehabilitation program will therefore be much smaller than originally 
antiCi'pa1;ea.~ - ,re ~Q .. ~-.lli ... ...:;t:'\,._ ....... ~i·• · 
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As of this date it is impossible to determine the content of a 
first highway project or the amount of a credito Very preliminary 
estimates would lead to the conclusion that the credit could approach 
US$10 million for -

hi,ghway maintenance equipment 
bdl.ey bridges 
workshops 
training facilities 
feasibility studies and detailed engineering for 
larger scale projects as the Djakarta-Bogor road. 
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Mro Robert Sadove February 1, 1969 

With the consultants we will make every effort to come to more 
concrete ideas but the short time available makes it necessary to face 
the fact that the exact content and size of the proposed project may not 
be determined before the arrival of the appraisal missiono We are 
facing a similar situation in the agriculture sector. 

As to the composition of the mission I think it would be advisable 
to send an economist (perhaps a young professional) with Pat Maloneo I 
will prepare the economic section- and assist· the mission in general, and 
I might even be available for a week or two for the defence of the 
mission•s findings in Was~ington, but there should be another economist 
to carry the project througho 

There are some questions on the economics approach to the project 
but these I can discuss with Vince in Marcho He will also be able to give 
you a better picture of what we are doing in rail transport, dredging and 
sea communications. I am really looking forward to meeting him hereo 

With best wishes , 

Sincerely yours, 

.4-r,d ~f }&. 
Wilfried Po Thalwitz ? ---

(Dictated by Mro Thalwitz and signed in his absence) 


